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Expanding textfields that maintain their column position
 
This example looks at common issue, where you want to provide columns for the user to input data. However if the field expands onto a new page, then you want it to maintain 
it's relative position. 
 
Take the layout below, where we have three textfields in a column layout. Each of the textfields is set to Expand to fit height and page1 is set to flowed. 
 
The trouble with flowed subforms is that if the middle textfield is the only object to expand onto the new page, when it does it will automatically appear on the left hand side of 
the page. This is not what we want to happen. 
 
To resolve this, we wrap the three textfields in a Positioned subform. This initially appears counter-intuitive, as we want the textfields to expand. However the trick is to select thePositioned subform and in the Layout palette, set it's height to Auto-fit as well. See the screenshot on the right. 
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